BY THE BAY
ADVENTURES
All inclusive liveaboard
BVI Charter
Our BVI Liveaboard Charters are typically on a
40’-46’ Catamaran although Mono Hulls from
32’-50’ are also available. While each Charter is
customised to the guest they typically include:
• Accommodation with private cabins and heads
• All food and drinks while on board 		
(including alcoholic beverages)
• Scuba gear (mask, fins, snorkel regulator, 		
BCD, weights and 2-3 tanks per day
• Services of a Dive Master
• Sailing instruction for those interested

By The Bay Adventures is based out of
Nipigon Ontario Canada, the most northerly
fresh water port in North America. Your
hosts, Richard and Judy Harvey bring a
wealth of experience to create a truly safe
yet exhilarating sailing
and diving adventure just
for you. Richard is a RYA
Yachtmaster and instructor
and holds his transport
Canada SVOP and Med A3
designation along with his
Your Hosts
U.K D.O.T Maritime and
Coastguard Agency 200gt
endorsement. He is an Advanced Marine and
Wilderness Remote First Aid Instructor as
well as a TDI/SDI Diving Instructor. Judy has
over 20 years experience as a Registered Nurse
including ER and trauma. She has both her
ACLS and TNCC qualifications.

• Depending on time of year, options chosen 		
and number of guests in group, rates range 		
from $1500-$2500 per person per week.

Brewers Bay, BVI
By The Bay Adventures

Box 1198, Nipigon, Ontario, P0T 2J0
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Rates:

Private cabins with
queen size beds

Sail & Dive
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Natures Little Secret
					the British Virgin Islands
idyllic sailing
Consistent trade winds to fill your sails, white
sand beaches, clear
blue water, sunshine
every day, and islands
close enough to
navigate by sight.

world class diving
For the diver, this extraordinary setting provides
outstanding
underwater visibility
and a wide variety
of exotic dive sites.

a personalized vacation
With 6-8 guests and two crew, a dive vacation
with By The Bay offers privacy, custom-tailored
schedules, one-on-one service, and the ability to
choose dive sites and sailing destinations suitable to
your interests. Not a diver? No Problem. We offer
training and certification in both sport diving and
Technical diving or, if you prefer, you can stay on
deck and enjoy the sun while others dive.

Angle Fish Reef
Countless reefs, towering

Dancing Eels coral pinnacles, underwater

40’-47’ liveaboard Catamarans
The BVI has earned it’s reputation as the centre
of the sailing world and a sailor’s paradise.

caves, lava tunnels, canyons, massive boulders and
grottoes are strewn across this vast submerged shelf,
creating a choice of dive sites
that range from shallows
for the novice snorkeller to
dramatic sea caverns and
extraordinary shipwrecks for
the experienced scuba diver.

Marina-Cay
We can change our itinerary at anytime so this
vacation is your oyster, come down and enjoy.
There are no set times for anything, so let’s have
fun.

Wreck Alley

RMS Rhone - #1 recreational dive site
in the Caribbean , top 10 in the world
Airplane Wreck - Coral Gardens
Sailing Instruction is available for those
who want to take a hand at the helm

The Bight Beach
Going Down

